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About IntensiChem
We specialise in flow chemistry and chemical process understanding for the fine
chemical industry. We provide process solutions to support management strategies
that exploit continuous techniques.

Why flow?
Flow chemistry options can help to:
Improve the yield of processes
Improve the impurity profile of a product
Reduce the amount of solvent or reagent required in a process
Eliminate the need for change control in dedicated production equipment
Gain access to low volume, high value manufacturing processes

Equipment
We use state-of-the-art equipment and cutting edge technology to carry out our
unique development services.
Our laboratories include the following:
● Pumps covering a typical range of
50μl per minute to over 200ml per
minute up to pressures of 400 bar
● Heating equipment, including Huber
Unistats, covering temperature
ranges of -40 to over 400ºC
● ReactArray 215SW robotic reaction
workstation, running 10 independent
reactions
● Options to demonstrate processes at
800ml/min

Solutions

Unique photochemical and
hydrogenation equipment
● Comprehensive analytical resource
with GC and HPLC instrumentation
● UV, PDA, ELSD, FID and NPD
detection
● Specialist equipment for assessing
work-up solutions such as
evaporation, distillation, counter
current extraction
● Access to NMR instrumentation
● Access to engineering prototyping
facilities
●

We deliver flow development solutions to give you the advantages needed to
succeed in today's competitive environment.
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Directorate
Oliver Tames BEng
Director of Technology
Oliver's background is in pharmaceutical chemical process
development. He joined Pfizer in 1994 and was, variously,
Process Analytical Technology Champion for the Sandwich
manufacturing site and Manufacturing Technology Site Champion.
He has an active interest in industrial chemistry, engineering and
process control. In 2007, Oliver was awarded the Pfizer Global Technology and
Innovation Award to recognise his efforts in continuous photochemistry and wet
milling. Oliver continued to champion continuous flow manufacturing as part of the
Pfizer global new technology steering team.
His interests include photochemistry, high pressure chemistry (hydrogenation),
electro organic chemistry and electromagnetic effects (including microwaves) and
their applicability to process scale chemistry.

Mark Bratt BSc PhD CChem
Director of Chemistry
After completing his PhD, Mark joined GlaxoWellcome/GSK,
supporting and optimising existing API processes within
regulatory frameworks to cGMP. Prior to leaving GSK, he
instigated a flow chemistry research project for a commercial
process. In 2003, Mark was recruited to Pfizer as a synthetic
organic chemist and a process development chemist from 2005.
Mark was responsible for site and global process development projects for Pfizer
Global Manufacturing. During this time, he also led and delivered several SixSigma
projects, resulting in SixSigma certification, as well as managing process (plant) risk
assessments for the site. This experience led to Mark acting as a facilitator in-house
and with outsourcing partners for troublesome manufacturing processes.
Throughout these projects, Mark built on his keen interest in statistical factorial
design (DOE). He successfully implemented this technique to deliver thorough
process understanding for the operating space in reactions and downstream
processing alike, both internally and for technology transfer to external suppliers.
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Scalable flow hydrogenation
Up to 300ºC, >100 bar possible
IntensiChem offers scalable flow hydrogenation for industry
We utilise fixed catalysts and hydrogen control
We develop process scalability for clients' H-cube reactions

In essence any reaction not scalable from the H-cube can be scaled in our hands,
using temperature, pressure and hydrogen control in a fixed catalyst bed
arrangement. This gives controlled residence times, improves gas-liquid mass
transfer and reduces catalyst handling and separation issues.

Flow enables chemistry
Using our approach, nitrile reduction can be carried out extremely quickly, such that
ammonia doesn't need to be added. We can operate hydrogenation with control not
routinely available.
We can also perform sub-critical hydrogenations at high temperature and pressure
to remove the mass transfer issue of the gas-liquid phases. In addition, hydrogen
input can be controlled to only carry out the required reduction. This is extremely
valuable for chemoselective reductions or partial reduction when full reduction is
not required e.g. nitro to hydroxylamine, instead of amine.

IntensiChem can operate gas-liquid reactions in the same fashion
as hydrogenation
We are investigating use of molecular oxygen
Similar equipment set-ups can be applied to dehydrogenations
High temperatures and pressures can be used in other reactions
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IntensiChem's ethos is to use the flow paradigm to enable chemistry where batch
processing is inefficient or uneconomic. Example areas where we believe flow
chemistry can offer economic, technological and safety advantages are:
High temperature >200ºC

High pressure >100 bar

Gas-liquid reactions e.g. H2 , O 2, CO

Photochemistry

Our approach is to ensure these techniques are scalable to production.

High temperature/High pressure reactions
The use of high temperature in
partnership with high pressure means
solvents and neat liquid substrates can
be superheated more safely.
Reaction times can be drastically
reduced, so those using dipolar aprotic

solvents, xylenes etc. for many hours
at 140ºC, can be reduced to a few
minutes at 300ºC. The short residence
times and smaller reactor volumes
decrease the amount of decomposition
and risk of high temperature/high
pressure operation. Typically, all
reactions can benefit but this technique
can enhance more specific ones like
SNAr.

IntensiChem offers scalable alternative techniques in flow

Scalable flow nitration

Scalable photochemistry

Flow processing reduces risks
inherent to this reaction

Photoinitiated bromination
No reactor numbering up required

Flow options also include downstream
processing e.g. removal of by-products,
washing, extraction, distillation.

Contact us to find out more
Email: info@intensichem.com
Tel: +44 1304 641358
Read our blog: The ChemArtificer

Innovative Flow Processing From Laboratory to Plant
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Process Understanding
Our process focus differentiates us from most other flow equipment focused
companies, who generally attempt to fit a client's chemistry to their particular
technological offering.
Our skills and experience are based on developing process understanding
We believe process understanding is the key to manipulate conditions to
achieve successful process optimisation
We have a huge wealth of experience gained from improving batch processes
We have demonstrated that we can apply the same techniques to deliver
successful flow process development

Process modelling
The modelling of chemical reactions
using kinetics and a relatively small
number of experiments is usually
successful only when working within the
boundaries set out by the choice of
experimental conditions. Normally,
minor impurities are not considered.
We believe there is no substitute for
experimentation and that the most
useful modelling tool for real process
understanding is statistical factorial
design (also known as DOE). Using
experimental design provides us with
data rich in detail surrounding complex
chemical interactions, not usually
elucidated by other means.

Impurity formation data is also captured
at the same time with the execution of
any design. This is not only extremely
important for appropriate optimisation,
but adds significant depth to our
understanding of the chemistry.
Flow processing lends itself extremely
well to statistical factorial design for
rapid alteration of conditions and
sample collection. This delivers process
models for reactions and downstream
processing at meaningful scales and
much quicker than parallel batch
arrangements.

DOE models can highlight non-linear relationships, that the maximum is
not always at the operating extremes and the effect of interactions
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Not commonly used by chemists are
D-optimal and mixture designs. These
types of models can give more insight
than two level factorials and ensure
particular constraints are adhered to.

From laboratory to plant
It is through the understanding gained
from both laboratory batch and flow
experimentation
that
we
will
successfully deliver commercial flow
processing options. With this and our
significant knowledge of the flow
technology equipment space, gained
through our active involvement in this
field, we will identify and test
appropriate scalable technology to
deliver a valuable process solution to
our customers. Not all technology will
have been demonstrated at appropriate
scales, and we have a significant
number of 'concept' technologies that
we can potentially bring to bear on a

solution. With appropriate support from
our clients, we can develop existing
technology or even carry out bespoke
technology R&D to deliver successful
projects.
To aid with scale-up decisions, cost
can be used as a DOE response
and modelled along with the process
Process understanding for scale-up
involves the equipment as much as
the chemistry
The flow equipment chosen is
always with scalability in mind from
knowledge obtained from the
process
As well as DOE, IntensiChem can
use statistical process control (SPC)
to
determine
if
commercial
processes
perform
within
acceptable variation limits

Beyond the reaction
DOE can indicate operating regions
for scale-up where desirability of all
responses is maximised

Often overlooked in flow chemistry is
downstream
processing.
Support
activities
such
as
liquid-liquid
separation,
solvent
recycling,
evaporation and even substrate
introduction, are important when
considering a holistic processing
solution. We have experience with the
laboratory assessment of these
activities and can ensure the chosen
engineering partner has the required
information to make correct decisions
ultimately leading to a successful
project. Again, it cannot be overstated
how important statistical factorial
design is when optimising these
important activities.
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What we do
We carry out advanced chemical process research to meet our clients' processing
challenges. In partnership with both our clients and third party equipment vendors,
we deliver valuable, cost effective and bespoke processing solutions to meet our
clients' exacting strategic requirements.

How we work
We can work in isolation on a defined project or partner with our clients' existing
development teams to deliver well defined packages of work that will form part of a
client led development project. We provide process understanding to enable our
clients to exploit enabling process flow chemistry to their advantage.

Customer
Manufacturing Challenge /
Strategic Drivers

Valuable
Solution
IntensiChem
Process Understanding /
Solution Definition

Plant Solution Vendor
Process Engineering /
Turnkey Solution

The development process
We break down the development process into the following steps:
- Identify the client's needs
- Work with the client to develop strategic objectives
- Generate a development strategy
- Carry out a proof of concept project to reduce risk
- Engage in a full development / process understanding package

(continued over)
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The development process
- Put the solution out to tender to appropriate engineering companies
- Work with the selected partner to deliver the turnkey solution
- Using the process understanding gained, ensure that the manufacturing
solution meets the needs of the customer
Problem
Analysis
and Goal
Setting

Assembly of
Manufacturing
System With
Third Party
Customer
Discussion
and Problem
Definition

Project
Review and
Solution
Definition

Generate
Development
Strategy

Full
Development
and Process
Understanding

Reduced
Risk POC
Project

Cost
Our rates are highly competitive with packages tailored to client needs. We can
quote for full costs or share the risk on projects that involve novel processing
methodologies.
Short proof of concept projects are also available on a shared risk basis to enable
go/no go decisions. We can offer flexible payment options based on project
milestones and risk sharing.
Contact us to discuss project costs: info@intensichem.com
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